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Abstract

By using integration by parts and Stokes' formula the authors give a new definition of the Hadamard prin-
cipal value of higher order singular integrals on the complex hypersphere in C". Then the transformation
formula for the higher order singular integrals is deduced.
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1. Introduction

The Plemelj formulas in relation to the Cauchy principal value singular integrals of
one and several complex variables have very important applications to the theory of
singular integral equations and the theory of elastic mechanics ([2,4,7]). On the other
hand, it arouses the question of how to define the principal value of higher order
singular integrals when solving the Cauchy problem of hyperbolic partial differential
equations and developing the theory of higher order singular integral equations. In
fact, when one tries to find the limit value on the boundary of higher order derivatives
of the Cauchy type integral of complex variables it will arouse the question as well.
Firstly, in 1952 Hadamard defined, on the real axis, the Hadamard principal value
using the idea of separating the finite part from the divergent integral ([3]). In 1957,
Fox extended the idea to the case of higher order singular integrals in the complex
plane ([1,5]). The calculations of all those Hadamard principal values of higher
order singular integrals, however, are too complicated and therefore very hard to be
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extended to several complex variables. In [2], by using a crumble-some calculation
a special case of higher order singular integrals on the complex hypersphere in C is
discussed (see below formula (13) for )3 = 1/2, k = 1); and in [6] the general cases
on the complex hypersphere in C is discussed. In [6] the method is simpler and
some remarkable results are obtained. The definition of Hadamard principal value is
still complicated and so it is hard to obtain more results using it. In this paper, using
integration by parts and Stokes' formula, we inductively define higher order singular
integrals through lower order singular integrals. In this way we uniformly define
the Hadamard principal values of higher order singular integrals in one and several
complex variables. The method agrees with the idea of Hadamard by separating
the finite part from the divergent integral. Since the method is much simpler and
straightforward, we can avoid tedious calculations and can effectively utilise the
results of the standard Cauchy singular integrals. This enables us to obtain more
results than in [2] and [1,5,6].

For simplicity, we consider a higher order singular integral on the boundary of a
bounded domain D with smooth boundary in the complex plane

f ir^
dD (f - T))2

where / (f) e H\(a), 0 < a < 1, the set of functions whose first order derivatives
/ ' (£) belong to H(a), the class of functions of Holder continuity with index a.
Singular integral (1) under the Cauchy principal value is divergent. Replacing rj € 3D
by z € D in the above expression and using integration by parts, Stokes' formula then
gives

• f
2ni JdD

2ni JdD q — z

Therefore the study of the Cauchy type integral l/(2ni)fdDf (£)/(£ - z)2di; is
equivalent to the study of the Cauchy type integral l/(27ri)/8D/'(£)/(? - z)d^.
Since / ' (£ ) 6 H(a), when z = TJ e 3D, the Cauchy principal value of the right hand
side exists. If we denote the Hadamard principal value by FP and the Cauchy principal
value by PV, respectively, then we may define

2ni JSD

Let/(£) € //„(«), where Hn(a) is the space of continuous functions whose n-th
derivatives belongs to H(a). Then we may inductively define the Hadamard principal
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value of singular integrals of order n to be

(3) FP-L
Ini 3D

This definition agrees with the original idea of Hadamard to separate the finite part
from the divergent part. Moreover, in our definition the Hadamard principal value
of higher order singular integrals are expressed by the Cauchy principal value of the
standard Cauchy singular integral, so that we can conveniently utilise the results of
the Cauchy principal value. As example, by denoting

- z)n+1 2nin\ JSD

then Plemelj formula of the standard Cauchy singular integral implies

lira F(z) = lim ——- f LJ^l di>
z->-n± Z-+V* 2nin\ J3D £ — z

±f\r1) + Pv[ p
2(n!) 2nm\ JSD £ - r\

- ± 2 ( n ! ) / W + Txi

where z -*• r)* denotes the limit procedure that z tends to t) from inside or outside D,
respectively.

This gives the Plemelj formula of higher order singular integrals (see [1])

where

(6)
2ni J3D

If 4>(S, ^) is defined on 3D x dD and 3t+/+1</>«, £)/9£pa£*+/+1-'' e
0 , 1 , . . . , k+l + l, then we can obtain transformation formula of higher order singular
integrals ([5])

m f dK f *(*'*} i t
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"- - P=o

where Cf = ll/(p\(l - p)l), 0 < p <l.
The proof of the formula is based on the definition of Hadamard principle and the

transformation formula of the standard Cauchy singular integral ([4]), and proceeds
as follows

JBD
D

)

f
J3D

3D

1 f di; f
p=i)

I

0O-P.k),

'-^•dS

P=\J

where the last equality follows from integration by parts first with respect to dt, and
then with respect to d%.

Define the operator

(8)

If we take </>(£, £) = </>(£) in (7), or alternatively by invoking the definition (3) and
applying the composite formula of one complex variable ([4]) directly, we obtain the
following composite formula of higher order singular integrals ([5])

(9) SmSncHr,) =
n\m\

e 3D.
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By using the composite formula we can solve singular integral equations of higher
orders. As example, we consider the solution of the equation

(10) aSm4> + bSn<f> = f

for 0(£) e Hn+m(a), where if is a given function in Hn(a) or in Hm(a), and a, b
are constants. According to the definition of the Hadamard principal value (3), the
equation (10) is actually a differential integral equation. The solution may be obtained,
for instance, by applying the operator 5m to the both sides of (10) and then applying
the composite formula (9). Then we have

( ID

Thus we need to solve an ordinary differential equation. Under suitable boundary
conditions, the solution function <\> can be obtained uniquely. By following the same
line of reasoning we can discuss more general forms of higher order singular integral
equations with constant or variable coefficients.

In the following section we will use the same idea to study higher order singular
integrals on the hypersphere in C

2. Hadamard principal value of higher order singular integrals
on the complex hypersphere

Let

B = [z e C " \ z z < 1 } , S = { z e C \ z z r = 1}

be the unit ball and its boundary, the complex hypersphere in C , where for any
z = (zi, . . . , zn), £ = ( | i , . . . , £„), zf = Zi£i H 1- zJTn- The area element of
the complex hypersphere 5 is denoted by dS(u) = it. The Cauchy formula for any
analytic function in the unit ball B continuous to its boundary is

1 - ZU ) "

where
f

on = /
Js

f
con = / dS(u) =

s
In order to study higher order singular integrals on the complex hypersphere 5, we
will first study the following form of higher order Cauchy type integral

Js (1 - ZU ) " ^ + k

where it is a positive integer, 0 < /J < 1. We have the following lemma ([6]).
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LEMMA 1. Let f e Hk(a) on B and L be the operator defined by

L'f=L(U-if), L°(f)=f.

Then for any z € B, Z\ ^ 0, we have

f /(M) a
;s(i-z«')-'l+*

(n - P + k - l)(w - 0 + k - 2) • • • (n - ,

The proof is a simplification of [6].

PROOF. For the complex hypersphere S we have

M! du\ + • • • + Mn dun + Mi dUi + • • • + un dun — 0.

In the subset of 5 where Mi ̂  0, we have

CTM! = — - duj mod (duu ... , ̂ Mn, rf«2, • • • , [dUj],... , ^Mn), y > 2,
M ,

then the area element of S can be expressed by

M = dS(u) = -—• dux • • • dun du2 • • • dun.
2n'li"Ui

Therefore, when Mi ̂  0, for any positive integer m, by Stokes' formula we have

J S V ^ — Z W J
\ r f{u)

—^-—rdui •••dundu2--- dun

2"-h"m Js u,
"i \ f 1 1
~ I d ——

Zl«l/ L(l — Z"')m J

du2 • • • dun du2

mzx Js (1 - zu)m "'

By induction (14) follows immediately. •
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Equation (14) implies that the study of higher order Cauchy type integrals on the
unit ball B may be transferred to the study of the standard Cauchy integral on the unit
ball B. Since when z = r) e 5, the principal value of the singular integral on the right
hand side of (14) exists ([2]), we may define the Hadamard principal value of higher
order singular integrals on the complex hypersphere as follows.

DEFINITION 1. If/ is a function defined on the complex hypersphere whose all kth
partial derivatives are of Holder continuity of degree a, 0 < a < 1, then for k > 1
and 0 < ft < 1, we define

1FP-Lf /(M) u = —
a>Js(l- vu'y-W (n - p + k- l)(n - p + k - 2) • • • (n - p)vkcon

M, v e S.

The above definition of the Hadamard principal value is obviously simpler and
clearer than that in [6]. This definition has the following advantages:

(1) It automatically discards the divergent part in the sense of Hadamard. It only
keeps the finite part so that we can save the complicated calculations involved in the
theory and the applications.
(2) It is defined on a general point v on S.
(3) The Hadamard principal value is in terms of the Cauchy principal value. This

gives us the convenience to utilise the results of the Cauchy principal value.

As example, using Plemelj formula of the standard Cauchy singular integral on S
([2]), we have

THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions of Definition 1, if z approaches r\ € S from
the inner part of S satisfying

, v)
< M < oo,d{z, S)

where M is a constant, then the following Plemelj formula holds

(15) lim —
Z-+1+ COn

2(n-p + k- l)(n - p + k - 2) • • • (n - P)r,kcon
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PROOF. Since

1 /" / (M)
lim — / — u
z-*n+ con Js (1 - zu )"-P+k

= hm
(n-p + k- l)(n - /3 + * - 2) • • • (n - 0)z*wn

1 r (/.*/)(«) •

1 1 t

- p + K — I) • • • (It — ,

the identity (15) follows from Definition 1. •

3. Transformation formula

THEOREM 2 (Higher order Poincare-Bertrand formula). If<t>(u, w) G Hk+i(a),
0 < CK < 1, then for k > 1 we have

O)
5 (1 - «&/)"+'

,(«„/ J s Js (1 - UM')"(1 - uoly

where

(17) [Xt</»](v, «,w)

u,

(n + k-

higher order singular integral on the left-hand side o/(16) takes the Hadamard
principal value as in Definition 1 and the singular integral on the right hand side takes
the Cauchy principal value.

PROOF. By Definition 1 we have

\conj Js(l -vu'Y Js(n k- l)(n + k-2)---n-nv1
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X Lu —r^ ;— CO

" L f ( l 5 5 ' ) J
1

)

u —r^ ;— CO

"L«f(l-«55')-J
/ 2 \ 2 r 1 f

= — ) / 71 =^T u / [ (1 - uco'Y

Formula (17) follows then from the Poincare-Bertrand formula for the standard Cauchy
singular integral [7, 2.13.5]. •

REMARK. (1) Similarly we can obtain the transformation formula with the order
of singularity of the outer integral of (16) being greater than 1, but the expression is
complex.
(2) When 4>(u, co) = <p(co), to be consistent with the formula (17), we should have

(18) [**](«, u, co) = ( + k
 l

which still depends on three variables v, u and co. This makes the argument for
proving the composite formula in the one variable case fail to work. In fact, there is
no composite formula for higher order singular integrals on the complex hypersphere
in this setting.
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